It’s All About the Leadership Team

The best hammer is only as good as the carpenter who swings it. Indistar® is a tool, but the Leadership Team is the carpenter, so to speak. A good Leadership Team:

1. Gives focused attention to the indicators of effective practice—what the adults do that affects what students learn.
2. Discusses current performance CANDIDLY so that improvement is real, for the benefit of the students.
3. Starts on time and stays focused.
4. Works from the agenda prepared in Indistar®.
5. Reviews and responds to Coaching Comments.
6. Reviews Wise Ways® before and during the meeting.
7. Uses the Actions Report to check progress and responsibilities.
8. Documents its work in the system during or immediately after the meeting.

Now, swing away!
Making Indistar® Work for You

Indistar® is a process that guides a district or school team in charting its improvement and managing continuous improvement with a web-based system. You might call it a change management tool. Indistar® is premised on the firm belief that district and school improvement is best accomplished when directed by the people closest to the students. Each district team and school team applies its own ingenuity to achieve the results it desires for its students—students it knows and cares about.

An improvement process that encourages local ingenuity and responsibility changes the dynamic; it also requires a “culture of candor” in which district and school personnel talk openly and honestly about their professional practices that contribute to student learning. The right answer is the one the local team determines will bring the district or school to the highest level of professional performance for the benefit of students.

Placing this high level of confidence in the ability of district and school personnel to chart their own course also requires that the district or school team has convenient access to tools, resources, and effective practice to get the job done.

Indistar® includes Wise Ways® research briefs to support its indicators of effective practice. Indistar® also provides Indicators in Action™ video modules demonstrating the practices, and the technology for Coaches to coach the teams in real time. Indistar® enables Coaches to assist the teams with coaching comments about the team’s ongoing work, with dialogue from the teams.

Here are some tips to make Indistar work for you.

1. **The Team:** Indistar® provides guidance for the district’s or school’s primary decision-making team. This is not an additional team. You may call your district or school team a Leadership Team or Improvement Team or something else. No matter what it is called, the team should include the chief administrator—superintendent for a district team and principal for a school team. Other members of the team are typically selected to provide proper representation. For example, a district team may include key district personnel, a school board member, and a community representative. A school team most likely includes teacher leaders of instructional teams, departments, or subject-area teams, as well as a representative from student support services such as a psychologist, counselor, or social worker. Teams vary in size, but a team of six to eight members usually proves to be the right size.

2. **The Process Manager:** Each team needs a Process Manager, a person who interfaces with the web system, prepares agendas and worksheets, distributes documents to team member in advance of meetings, and enters the team’s minutes and work products into the system. The Process Manager also distributes coaching comments and Wise Ways research briefs to team members and enters the team’s response to coaching comments in the system to maintain a
dialogue with the Coach. The superintendent and principal have the same access privileges to the system as the district Process Manager and school Process Manager respectively.

3. **Practice Focused Collaboration**: Discussing fully each indicator of effective practice contributes to each team member’s understanding of research-based practice and the level of implementation of the practice in the district or school. Wise Ways® and Indicators in Action™ provide ideal material for staff meetings, faculty meetings, and professional development activities. The Guest Login allows all faculty, school board members, and parents to view the ongoing work and progress of the team and to understand the indicators.

4. **Effective Teams**: An effective team is one on which every member attends regularly, meetings start and end on time, and a focus is maintained on the work at hand. Team members do their homework, preparing for each meeting by reviewing Wise Ways® and Indicators in Action™. Discussion is rich, everyone participates equally, and decisions are made after full consideration and everyone’s input. Minutes are kept and recorded in the system. Teams need sufficient blocks of time for their work, and teams are most effective when they meet twice a month.

5. **Data for Decision Making**: To accurately assess current performance relative to an indicator of effective practice, the team needs information. For example, the team may ask the principal to log his or her use of time for a couple weeks to know if the principal is able to spend at least 50% of his or her time on instruction. The team may ask for peer observations, principal observations, or self-reports by teachers to gauge the prevalence of specific instructional practices in classrooms. Planning and gathering data is an important part of the team’s work.

6. **Evidence of Full Implementation**: When a team determines that an indicator is being “fully implemented” in the district or school, the system asks for evidence. The evidence is not to prove to the State or another external entity that the practice is fully implemented, but to satisfy the team that the practice is fully implemented for the benefit of students. Accountability is to the students. That is a high bar. The evidence should simply address the literal meaning of the indicator, nothing more and nothing less. Pages of documentation are not required, just a summary statement of what the documentation shows.

7. **Keeping it Simple**: When the team is assessing an indicator, it should not stray into planning for improvement. Simply assess the current status. During the planning phase of the improvement cycle, the team develops a series of actions that it thinks will lead to full implementation. Straight-forward actions, assigned to the people with chief responsibility, with target dates for completion keep everyone focused on the work at hand. An Action Report can be generated from the system and distributed to everyone with actions assigned.

8. **Consider the Context**: The indicators are organized into core functions and effective practices that give them context. Consider clusters of related indicators when assessing and planning. For example, a set of indicators may address team procedures—scheduling time for meetings,
preparing agendas, and recording minutes. This cluster of indicators may be reviewed as they relate to each other. Instructional indicators are arranged for specific modes of instruction, and specific phases of delivery. For example, a set of indicators may have to do with how a new lesson is introduced. Consider these indicators in that context, and in relationship to each other.

9. **Action Report**: The system allows the principal or Process Manager to generate an Action Report that can be distributed to personnel for whom actions have been assigned. Reviewing the Action Report at meetings enables the team to record the completion of actions and determine upcoming work.

10. **Focus on Support**: When an indicator cannot be assessed as fully implemented, the planning phase should include the supports (i.e., training, coaching) that staff need to reach the mark. The purpose of assessing indicators is not to “evaluate” individual performance but to determine what supports are needed to reach full implementation.

11. **All Means All**: Instructional indicators typically state that “all teachers...” routinely exhibit the effective practice. If some teachers are strong on an indicator, they are good candidates to assist other teachers or provide professional development. But the goal is always to reach universal application of the practice, consistently and school-wide.

12. **So Many Indicators**: That’s why it is a continuous process, not a plan to be achieved in one year. Districts and schools are places where many professional skills and practices are required. The indicators help the teams focus on what matters most in professional performance. Achieving big, global goals comes from masterful execution of many specific practices. We expect surgeons, attorneys, accountants, architects, and other professional to be masters of a wide array of skills relative to their professions. The same is true for educators. Indistar enables the team to set priorities and achieve “quick wins” as well as to doggedly pursue the implementation of more difficult indicators.

13. **Interacting with Coaches**: The system allows for a district liaison and a Coach to coach the school team. The team should review the coaching comments and respond to them with comments or questions, establishing a positive dialogue.

14. **Effective Coaching**: The most effective coaching comments typically come in the form of questions that prompt the team to think more deeply or differently about its work or suggestions for accessing resources or considering new ideas. While the Coach may challenge the team to consider the strength of the evidence it provides for full implementation, the team is not accountable to the Coach but to themselves and their students.

15. **Reporting Progress**: The various reports that can be easily generated in the system, as well as the charts and graphs in Where Are We Now? provide a convenient way to regularly report
progress to the school board, at leadership meetings, at faculty meetings, and to parent organizations.

16. **Building from Strength:** Indistar enables teams to recognize and celebrate accomplishments. The process is not deficiency-focused, but balances attention to areas that need improvement with acknowledgement of areas of strength. Don’t be afraid to applaud and shout “Woo Hoo” when an indicator is fully implemented.

17. **The Right Spirit:** Districts and schools have sometimes become burdened with planning processes that seem unproductive and compliance driven. No need for that with Indistar®. When teams are engaged in discussion about the things that matter most to them, and encouraged to apply their ingenuity in mastering their challenges and achieving their goals, the process is a professional joy. Embrace the process, and enjoy its richness. The time saved by efficient generation and electronic submission of reports can be applied to the more meaningful work of teams doing what they know is best for their students. Working on the work is part of the work, not a distraction from it.